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IASI
VERIFY EP
SPRB005
Vinyl only 12“
Future House/Techno/Bass
Mid March 2014

We are proud to announce the fifth vinyl only release on our dearly beloved label
SUPERB recordings. Continue with the second EP from our cologne artists IASI.
Acid-S and Roughnic met in late 90ies through producing and DJ-ing. They organized
undergroundparties and developed their skills of music. Acid-S worked in studios like Akropolis (EMI,
BMG), X.1 (WDR, Kraftwerk) and Sinsport (Groove-Attack, Interworld) as a producer and engineer.
Roughnic is a member of the Riddim Box Crew and played DJ bookings from Poland to New York,
represented IASI on his support gigs for SBTRKT, Zed Bias, Benga, Chase & Status, Example or
Skrillex. The science of pattern, drums and futuresound are their common sense but their second EP
continues this mysterious & timeless three EP´s saga exclusive for SUPERB with four supercool
tracks. 4/4 Techno/House and Bass Music. Highly recommend by Ryan Elliot, Tiga, DJ Rum, LA
Williams, DJ Jus-Ed, Submerged Sounds, 2nd Drop, Red Pig Flower, Carlos Nilmmns, DJ Trax,
Trus´me, Rivet, Hannah Holland … the list is large.
Their first successfull Live Gigs in Germany, make IASI touring this summer in Europe.
After mastering by CGB from Dubplates & Mastering the “Verify EP” will be available through
selected record stores worldwide. There will be limited to 300 copies in black.
Not just for your aural delight SUPERB continue the 100 limited advance copies in spicy red marbled
vinyl with an additional artwork print designed by Tessa De Ceuninck.
To be SUPERB means also to be innovative. We have the honour to be the first Label including
Recordcards with unlimited space for the collectors and DJ´s. Here you will find bonus material like
explicit Videos, Tracks and Remixes. So tell your listeners to do a pre-order.
SUPERB recordings – Listen & understand!
Tracklist
A1:

Two

A2:
B1:
B2:

Sometimes
Day
Freak

05:11 (deep sexy epic TUNE that brings love & peace on any
dancefloor from Berlin to Cali back to Africa, but dedicated to Detroit)
05:11 (watch your girlfriend smiling, waiting for the house drop to kiss you)
05:11 (thrilling despairing techno dub bringer for the darker moments)
05:51 (starts like a getto funk anthem this urban future house music shaker
will add any dancefloor style, bass, sexyness and just killing it)
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